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Conflict Update # 209 

October 12th, 2022 

Back issues at www.accgroupco.com 

Conflict Assessment 

Russian losses – 63,380 (+270) soldiers killed, 2,505 (+1) enemy tanks, 5,181 (+19) armored  combat vehicles, 1,507 

(+11) artillery systems, 357 (+2) MLRS systems, 182 (+1) air defense systems, 268 (+0) warplanes, 235 (+0) helicopters, 

1,129 (+15) UAVs of the operational-tactical level, 315 (+20) cruise missiles, 15 (+0) warships/cutters, 3,927 (+11) trucks 

and tankers, 4 Iskander Missile Launchers (+0), 76 fuel bowsers (+0) and 136 (+0) units of specialized equipment. 

Key Takeaways 

Russia has seemingly intensified its 

information operation to falsely 

portray Ukraine as a terrorist state, 
likely to set information conditions to 

counter efforts to designate Russia as a 

terrorist state. Several Russian sources 

made unverified claims that Russian 

Federal Security Service (FSB) officers 

detained Ukrainian citizens for allegedly 

planning “terrorist attacks” in Sverdlovsk, 

Moscow, and Bryansk oblasts on October 

12. Russian milbloggers relatedly 

amplified rhetoric accusing Ukraine of 

being a terrorist state and calling for 

Russian authorities to enhance 

“counterintelligence” procedures and 

formally designate Ukraine as a terrorist 

state.  

Claims of preparations for alleged and 

subversive Ukrainian activity in Russia 

align with a wider attempt to set 

information conditions to respond to 

Ukrainian attempts to formally designate 

Russia a terrorist state, especially in the 

wake of recent massive attacks on critical 

Ukrainian infrastructure and residential 

areas. The Russian information space 

may also be setting conditions to justify 

further massive strikes on Ukrainian rear 

areas; although, as ISW has previously 
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assessed, these tactics are part of the Russian way of war and will likely be utilized regardless of informational 

conditions. Russian authorities may also be setting conditions for false-flag attacks against Russia framed as Ukrainian-

perpetrated acts of terrorism. 

Russian forces may have brought Iranian Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC)-affiliated personnel to occupied 

areas in Ukraine to train Russian troops in the use of Shahed-136 drones. The Ukrainian Resistance Center reported on 

October 12 that Russian forces brought an unspecified number of Iranian instructors to Dzankoi in Crimea and Zalizniy 

Port and Hladivtsi in Kherson Oblast to teach Russian forces how to use Shahed-136 attack drones. The Resistance 

Center stated that the Iranian instructors directly control the launch of drones on civilian targets in Ukraine, including in 

Mykolaiv and Odesa oblasts. The IRGC is notably the primary operator of Iran‘s drone inventory, so these Iranian 

instructors are likely IRGC or IRGC-affiliated personnel. 

Ukrainian Counteroffensives (Ukrainian efforts to liberate Russian-occupied territories) - Eastern 

Ukraine: (Oskil River-Kreminna 

Line) - Russian sources claimed that 

Ukrainian forces continued to conduct 

counteroffensive operations in the 

direction of Svatove and Kreminna 

today.  

Russian sources claimed that their 

forces repelled Ukrainian forces in the 

vicinity of Kyslivka, Kharkiv Oblast 

(25km northwest of Svatove). The 

Russian MoD claimed that its forces 

also repelled Ukrainian assaults in the 

direction of Tabaivka (24km northwest 

of Svatove) and Orlianka (29km 

northwest of Svatove) in Kharkiv 

Oblast and in the direction of 

Kuzemivka,  Luhansk Oblast (13km 

northwest of Svatove).  

A Russian milblogger claimed 

Ukrainian forces advanced to the 

outskirts of Vilshana (44km northwest 

of Svatove) and reinforced positions in 

Dvorchina (54km northwest of 

Svatove) with air defense systems on 

October 12. Russian sources also 

claimed that Ukrainian forces 

unsuccessfully attempted to cross the 

Zherebets River northwest of 

Kreminna near Raihorodka, 

Karmazinovka, Andriivka, Makiivka, 

and Novoliubivka in Luhansk Oblast. 

ISW makes no effort to evaluate these 

Russian claims and does not forecast 
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Ukrainian ground movements. Ukrainian sources reported that Russian forces continued routine indirect fire in the 

Kupyansk direction. 

Russian forces continued to conduct counterattacks west of Kreminna while strengthening defensive positions in the 

Svatove-Kreminna area today. The Ukrainian General Staff (UGS) reported that their forces repelled a Russian ground 

attack on Novosadove (16km west of Kreminna), despite recent Russian claims that Russian forces captured the 

settlement. A Russian milblogger claimed that Ukrainian forces are still operating in Terny and Yampolivka (both 17km 

west of Kremina), despite similar claims that Russian forces recently occupied those settlements.  

The Russian milblogger added that Russian forces regained control of the left bank of the Zherebets River and that the 

area around Torske is currently a grey zone, although ISW cannot independently verify these claims.  

Ukrainian and social media sources reported that Russian forces continue efforts to establish trenches and fortified 

defensive positions along the Kreminna-Svatove line, also reporting that Russian forces continue to mine bridges and 

territory around Kreminna-Svatove.  

Russian sources claimed that Russian forces completely control the Kreminna-Savtove highway despite previous reports 

of Ukrainian forces shelling the road and conducting reconnaissance-in-force operations in the area and their forces 

may be conducting counterattacks west of Kreminna to delay Ukrainian advances and buy Russian forces time to 

reinforce and resupply units and strengthen defensive positions in the Kreminna-Svatove area.  

However, the Russian elements in this area are likely substantially understrength. Odesa Oblast administration 

spokesperson Serhiy Bratchuk, citing unspecified partner sources, reported on October 12 that elements of the Russian 

488th Motor Rifle Regiment of the 144th Guards Motor Rifle Division stationed near Kreminna are experiencing critical 

supply issues after Ukrainian forces struck Russian supply columns in the area on October 10 and 11. 

Southern Ukraine: (Kherson Oblast) - Russian sources continued to claim that Ukrainian troops conducted 

counteroffensive operations in northwestern 

and western Kherson Oblast today. 

Several milbloggers claimed that Ukrainian 

forces are continuing efforts to push south of 

the current frontline in northwestern Kherson 

Oblast and attacking toward Mylove (30km 

northeast of Beryslav along the western bank 

of the Dnipro River).  

Russian sources additionally claimed that 

Ukrainian troops are attempting to advance 

past the Davydiv Brid pocket in western 

Kherson Oblast, with several milbloggers 

indicating that Ukrainians attacked toward 

Ishchenka and Kostromka (both within 10km 

south of Davyid Brid) from positions near 

Davydiv Brid. ISW makes no effort to evaluate 

these claims or make forecasts regarding 

Ukrainian ground attacks in Kherson Oblast. 

Ukrainian military officials confirmed that 
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Ukrainian troops liberated five settlements in northern Kherson Oblast and otherwise maintained operational silence 

regarding specific Ukrainian ground maneuvers in this area on October 12.  

Ukraine’s Southern Operational Command noted that Ukrainian troops successfully retook control of Novovasylivka, 

Novohryhorivka, Nova Kamianka, Trifonivka, and Chervone—all settlements in northern Kherson Oblast within 25km 

south of the Dnipropetrosk Oblast border that Ukrainian forces liberated around October 4. Ukrainian military officials 

also noted that Ukrainian troops are continuing their interdiction campaign to target Russian concentration areas and 

military assets in Kherson Oblast to support ongoing ground maneuvers. Residents of Kherson Oblast posted imagery 

reportedly of the aftermath of Ukrainian strikes near Kherson City in the Chornobaivka and Komyshany areas, in the 

Nova Kakhovka-Beryslav area, and southwest of Kherson City in Nova Zburivka. 

Russian Subordinate Main Effort—Donetsk - Russian forces continued ground attacks in Donetsk Oblast on 

October 12. UGS reported that Ukrainian forces repelled their ground assaults near Bakhmut; to the northeast of 

Bakhmut near Soledar, Spirne, and Bakhmutske; and to the south of Bakhmut near Mayorsk, Ivanhrad, and Mykolaivka.  

A Russian source reiterated claims that Wagner Group forces entrenched themselves in Ivanhrad and advanced within 

a few kilometers of the center of Bakhmut, also claiming that they seized an unspecified “important” road junction 

northeast of Bakhmut, likely referring to the E40 and T1302 intersection.  

UGS additionally reported that Ukrainian forces repelled Russian ground attacks west of Avdiivka near Pervomaiske and 

west of Donetsk City near Krasnohorivka.  

Russian sources claimed that the Donetsk People’s Republic (DNR) 100th Brigade made unspecified advances toward 

Nevelske, just northwest of Donetsk City. The Russian MoD claimed that Russian forces repelled a Ukrainian ground 

attack near Novodarivka in eastern Zaporizhia Oblast. 

Russian forces may have imported Iranian Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC)-affiliated personnel to 

occupied areas in Ukraine to train Russian troops in the use of Shahed-136 drones. 

Russian sources claimed that Ukrainian troops continued counteroffensive operations toward Svatove and 

Kreminna. Russian forces are continuing defensive operations in this area. 

Russian sources continued to claim that Ukrainian forces are conducting ground attacks in northwestern and 

western Kherson Oblast. 

Russian forces conducted ground attacks around Bakhmut and Avdiivka. 

Russian forces are likely reinforcing the frontline in western Zaporizhia Oblast. (Comment – With Ukrainian 

advances in both Donetsk and Kherson, Russia is bolstering its forces in between the two oblasts. This signifies a 

concern on their behalf of a looming threat.) 

The Russian military continues to face problems equipping individual Russian soldiers with basic personal 

equipment. 

Russian and occupation administration officials continue to employ coercive measures against residents in 

Russian-occupied territories. 

Elon Musk blocked Ukraine from using Starlink in Crimea over concern that Putin could use nuclear 

weapons, political analyst says - Elon Musk personally rejected a Ukrainian request to extend his satellite internet 

service to Crimea, fearing that an effort to retake the peninsula from Russian forces could lead to a nuclear war, the 

influential political analyst Ian Bremmer said in a newsletter published on Monday. 
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Following Russia's invasion of Ukraine in February, Musk — and the US government — provided Kyiv with thousands of 

Starlink systems, enabling Ukrainian forces to communicate in what had previously been dead zones. The low energy 

requirements of the service's satellite receivers have enabled connection to reconnaissance drones, providing valuable 

real-time intelligence on Russian movements and the ability to target them, Yahoo News reported in August. 

But recently there have been problems. Last week, a senior Ukrainian government official told the Financial Times 

reported that the service was suffering "catastrophic" outages on the front lines, prompting speculation that it had 

been shut off in areas controlled by Russia — perhaps to prevent the Kremlin from exploiting the network. 

On Twitter, Musk said he could not comment on battlefield conditions, saying, "That's classified." But Bremmer, the 

founder and president of the political-risk research firm Eurasia Group, said on Monday that in a conversation with 

Musk in late September, Musk appeared to confirm that the satellite service was being intentionally disabled. 

Bremmer said Musk told him he'd been asked by Ukraine's defense ministry to activate Starlink in Crimea, which Russia 

invaded and illegally annexed in 2014. Bremmer said Musk "refused given the potential for escalation." 

According to Bremmer, Musk claimed to have recently spoken with Russian President Vladimir Putin, asserting that he 

was "prepared to negotiate." (Musk this month proposed a Ukraine peace plan seen as aligning with Russian interests.) 

Bremmer said Musk told him that in that conversation, Putin threatened to use nuclear weapons if Ukraine tried to 

retake the Crimean peninsula, which serves as the base for Russia's naval forces on the Black Sea. 

On Twitter, however, Musk flatly denied having any recent conversation with the Russian leader, writing on Tuesday 

that he had "spoken to Putin only once and that was about 18 months ago." The subject, he said, "was space."  

Bremmer was likewise adamant, tweeting that Musk "told me he had spoken with Putin and the Kremlin directly about 

Ukraine." 

Comment – If true, it shows how not to bow to Russian threats of nuclear war. We should also watch this closely as the 

Starlink system of communications along Ukrainian front lines has been instrumental in some of their battlefield 

successes. 

Biden sends a careful but chilling new nuclear message to Putin in CNN interview – It’s never going to feel 

normal to hear a president discussing the danger of “Armageddon” – especially now, on camera. 

But Joe Biden used an exclusive CNN interview on Tuesday to send another careful, yet clear and chilling message to 

Russian President Vladimir Putin about the disastrous consequences of using nuclear weapons in the war in Ukraine. 

The first president since the 1980s to really have to game out calculations about nuclear arsenals and deterrence, Biden 

was asked by Jake Tapper whether he thought that Putin – who has warned he is prepared to use every option in 

Russia’s arsenal – might consider detonating one of the world’s most heinous weapons as an act of desperation in a 

losing war. 

Biden replied: “I don’t think he will.” 

But the President, who first touched on this subject at an off-camera fundraiser in New York last week, made crystal 

clear he was sending a public message to Putin about the dangers of thinking that using a lower yield, tactical nuclear 

bomb would be an isolated event. 

“What I am talking about, I am talking to Putin. He, in fact, cannot continue with impunity to talk about the use of a 

tactical nuclear weapon as if that’s a rational thing to do,” Biden said, before warning of dangerous consequences of 

such a move. 
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“The mistakes get made, the miscalculation could occur, no one could be sure what would happen, and it could end in 

Armageddon,” he said, again stressing that a nuclear blast that kills thousands of people could lead to events barreling 

way out of control. 

Biden is stating the fear of some strategists who warn about a ladder of escalation that could occur if a nuclear bomb is 

used and triggers reprisals by the West – even though any initial US response would certainly go no further than 

conventional military action. 

He also appears to be trying to create a narrative of deterrence around the specific situation in Ukraine. The logic of the 

US and Russia’s long-range strategic nuclear arsenals is that the use of them is deterred because a conflict would be 

suicidal for both sides.  

That equation does not exist in Ukraine, since the country has no nuclear arsenal and it’s hard to conclude that it 

represents a vital national interest that would lead Washington to respond in kind to Putin going nuclear. By stressing 

that even a tactical device – which could be small enough to destroy an airbase or large enough to reduce a city to ruins 

– could lead to something worse, Biden seems to be almost seeking to create a new chain of calculations in Putin’s 

mind. 

The CNN anchor asked the President to state the US red line for the US and NATO in Ukraine and what Washington 

would do if Putin bombed a nuclear plant in Ukraine or set off a tactical nuclear weapon. 

“It would be irresponsible for me to talk about what we would or wouldn’t do,” Biden said. 

Then, Tapper prodded the President over whether the Pentagon had gamed out scenarios. Biden soberly replied: “The 

Pentagon didn’t have to be asked.” 

Bucharest nine presidents say Russian bombardments in Ukraine are war crimes - Mass bombardments of 

Ukrainian cities by Russia constitute war crimes under international law, the presidents of the Bucharest Nine group of 

countries, accompanied by the presidents of North Macedonia and Montenegro, said on Tuesday. 

"We, the Presidents of Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Montenegro, North 

Macedonia, Poland, Romania and Slovakia condemn the mass bombardments of Ukrainian cities recently carried out by 

Russia, which constitute war crimes under international law," they said in a statement. 

Blasts heard in Russia-occupied Kherson, Melitopol - Five blasts were heard in the city of Kherson early on 

Wednesday, Russian media reported, adding that according to unofficial information air defence systems were 

launched. 

Kherson, the administrative centre of the broader Kherson region, was one of the first cities to fall to Russian forces 

after they launched their invasion in Ukraine in February. 

Ukrainian military recaptures five settlements in Kherson Region - Ukraine said on October 12 that it had 

liberated five more settlements in the southern region of Kherson as its armed forces continued their counteroffensive 

despite a wave of Russian missile strikes that hit the country over the past two days. 

"Ukrainian armed forces have liberated five more settlements in Beryslav district (of the Kherson region): 

Novovasylivka, [Novohryhorivka], Nova Kamyanka, Tryfonivka Chervone," the president's office said in its daily report. 

"The enemy continues shelling the positions of our units to deter the counteroffensive along the entire contact line," it 

said. 
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Ukraine’s military said on October 9 that its troops had recaptured nearly 1,200 square kilometers of territory in the 

southern Kherson region from Russian forces since beginning their counteroffensive in late August. 

Meanwhile, Russia continued to strike Ukraine's Zaporizhzhya region and eponymous city on October 12, shattering 

windows and blowing out doors in residential buildings, municipal council secretary Anatoliy Kurtev said. 

Ukraine's recent military victories against the Russian invaders have been "extraordinary" and 

influenced the course of the war despite the "malice and cruelty" of Moscow's latest missile strikes, U.S. Defense 

Secretary Lloyd Austin has told a meeting at NATO headquarters in Brussels. 

Ukrainian border village fears new invasion from Belarus - Residents of the Ukrainian village of Moskali, in the 

Chernihiv region, are worried there could be a new attack from Belarus after reports of a buildup of Russian troops 

near the border. The village was occupied for more than a month when Russian forces invaded on February 24. 

Russia's FSB says eight detained over Crimean bridge blast - Russia's Federal Security Service (FSB) said on 

October 12 that it had arrested five Russian nationals and three citizens of Ukraine and Armenia over the explosion that 

damaged the Crimea Bridge on October 8. 

The FSB said in a statement that the attack was organized by the Main Intelligence Directorate of the Ukrainian Defense 

Ministry, and its director Kyrylo Budanov. 

On October 12, a senior Ukrainian official dismissed Russia's investigation as "nonsense." 

"The whole activity of the FSB and Investigative Committee is nonsense," Ukraine's public broadcaster Suspilne cited 

Interior Ministry spokesman Andriy Yusov as saying. 

Yusov described the FSB and Investigative Committee as "fake structures that serve the Putin regime, so we will 

definitely not comment on their next statements." 

The explosion on the 18-kilometer-long Crimean Bridge targeted one section of the road bridge, temporarily halting 

truck and car traffic. 

NATO discussing anti-aircraft supplies to Ukraine - NATO Secretary-General Jens Stoltenberg said on October 12 

that Western powers were discussing ways to provide Ukraine with more air defenses to protect against Russia's 

"indiscriminate" missile attacks. 

Zaporizhzhya power restored - International Atomic Energy Agency chief Rafael Grossi says power has been 

restored at the Zaporizhzhya nuclear power plant in Ukraine after the second outage in five days. 

Missile war for the Russian throne begins - The missile attacks on the centre of Kyiv and on eight regions of 

Ukraine are not only the results of Putin’s anger in response to the explosion of the Crimea bridge. 

They are also the results of the official appointment of army general Sergei Surovikin as the commander of the troops 

in Ukraine. General Surovikin was responsible for Mariupol, and we remember how he dealt with that. 

It was the same in Aleppo, whose storming he commanded in Syria. He wiped Aleppo from the face of the earth — in 

the same way he did with Mariupol. 

The difference is that when he wiped Mariupol from the face of the earth, Russian aviation forces could proceed to 

easily bomb theatres, schools, and maternity hospitals. And now they can’t just hurl FAB aerial bombs — now there are 

air defence systems. Instead, they have to nail them with missiles. 
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“The missile attacks came in two waves,” says military expert Roman Svitan, a pilot in the Ukrainian Armed Forces and 

reserve colonel. “The first wave deliberately struck civilian targets, and the second was probably intended to cut off 

power from infrastructure or hit military targets.” 

The main purpose of the first wave was to overwhelm the air defence systems. Let’s say, for example, there’s an S-300 

missile system, and it holds a certain number of rockets. It shoots all these rockets during the first attack, and if the 

second wave follows on the heels of the first, there’s no time to reload. This is why the first missile strikes were aimed 

at civilian targets.  

If a rocket is aimed at a military target, there might be some question for air defence of whether to intercept the 

missile or not. If it’s flying into a high-rise apartment building, there’s no choice — you have to intercept it. 

It’s easy to understand, then, why the first wave comprised anti-ship missiles of the Kh-22 type with circular error 

probable of 300 metres, while the second wave made use of the more accurate “Kalibr” missiles. 

In this respect, the tactics of the new commander at first glance seem cannibalistic, but with quite a clear military-

terrorist strategy. 

Missile-based terror used to be one of Putin’s primary solutions to failures on the front, but it’s easy to observe that the 

use of the strategy has weakened recently, and for a very respectable reason: Putin has fewer and fewer precision 

missiles. “It’s clear that Surovikin dipped into the emergency reserve,” Svitan says. The reserve can be immediately 

deployed at the order of the commander. 

In this way, Surovikin shows off his resolve for his boss. You appointed me, now here’s how I’ll fight for you. “That’s his 

calling card,” Svitan concludes. Surovikin is striking to win Putin’s good favour. 

However, there is another detail in this story that we can’t afford to overlook. 

Until now, the names of the generals leading the forces in Ukraine have not been officially announced. Yes, there was a 

war — but who was commanding it was not officially known. Putin didn’t want to share the glory of victory with any 

general — nor for a general to assume authority that would allow him to usurp Putin. 

Some sources claimed that the commander was general Alexander Dvornikov, while others named Gennady Zhidko.  

However, Leonid Nevzlin, a former shareholder of Yukos, has maintained ever since the beginning of the war that all 

operations were commanded by Sergei Surovikin (or, in any case, that he was one of the key players). It was him that 

Nevzlin named as a hypothetical member of the military junta that could replace Putin. 

In this situation, the publicized appointment of general Surovikin seems like yet another important move in the 

administrative war, and this move is not at all in Surovikin’s interest. Putin had previously kept the leaders of the war 

anonymous so that they would not compete with him for recognition. Now he appoints a scapegoat. If the war had 

been victorious, it would have been Putin who won it. Now that they are losing it, it will be General Surovikin who will 

lose it. 

At least that is what Putin is striving for. 

And he will continue to strive for it. 

For the first time since the beginning of the war, these missile attacks are not just the result of powerless anger. They 

are not a way to distract Z-patriots from the humiliating defeats at the front. These missile attacks — and the corpses of 

Ukrainian civilians — are the first military strikes in an internal struggle for the throne. 
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Peace talks 

Turkey to formally offer negotiations - Moscow expects Turkish President Erdogan to formally offer to mediate 

negotiations between Russia and Ukraine during his meeting tomorrow with Putin in Kazakhstan, a Kremlin aide says.  

Putin 

Kremlin TV exposes the real goal of Putin’s ‘revenge-bombs’ - Russia escalated its reign of terror against its 

neighbor this week, raining missiles on the people of Ukraine and civilian infrastructure in what appeared to be a series 

of indiscriminate strikes. While the attacks seemed to be devoid of any military meaning—changing nothing on the 

battlefield, where Russia continues to lose—the rationale behind them was revealed on Russian state media, where the 

ugly truth is systematically breaking through state-erected barriers. 

An explosion that rocked the Crimean bridge last week was an attack against one of the symbols of “Russia’s pride,” 

said State Duma Defense Committee's head Andrey Kartapolov during the latest broadcast of Sunday Evening With 

Vladimir Solovyov. According to Kartapolov, another such symbol was the sunken warship Moskva—and now, the only 

symbol that remains is Russian President Putin. Kartapolov urged Russians to unite behind Putin, and his desperate plea 

spotlighted the true reason behind Moscow’s barrage of missiles: to curb waning public support for Putin’s mindless 

war. 

Aggravated by the excitement in Kyiv that followed the explosion of the Crimean bridge last week, Konstantin Dolgov, 

the former Russian commissioner for human rights, said during Monday’s broadcast of state TV show 60 Minutes that 

the retaliatory strikes were justified, and that all of Ukraine’s infrastructure should be considered military targets that 

are fair game for destruction. Dolgov yearned for pained reactions from Ukrainians affected by the strikes, asking: "Are 

they whining yet? Are they howling yet?" 

Appearing on 60 Minutes, member of Russia’s State Duma Andrey Isayev noted that the strikes served as a mood 

booster for Russian audiences: “It’s absolutely clear that the citizens support the decisive actions of the president and 

the mood of many has improved.” 

Ex-Russian foreign minister says 'terror' is a 'desperate' Putin's only option after his battered army rained 

missiles down on Ukraine's civilians. 

Former Russian Foreign Minister Andrei Kozyrev said on Tuesday that "terror is the only thing left" for a "desperate" 

Putin after the Kremlin unleashed deadly missile and drone attacks on Ukrainian cities. 

Kozyrev compared the Russian leader to a "miserable terrorist" in an interview with CNN. 

"He's desperate and he returns to what he's doing: intimidation, that is, threatening nuclear weapons — which he will 

not use — and terror actions in Ukraine and in Russia," Kozyrev told the news outlet of Putin. 

Kozyrev said Putin ordered the strikes because he "is desperate because he made miscalculations." 

Ukrainian Foreign Minister Dmytro Kuleba on Monday called Putin a "terrorist" whose "only tactic is terror on peaceful 

Ukrainian cities." 

"But he will not break Ukraine down," Kubela said in a tweet. 
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Containment 

Switchblade kamikaze drone production to ramp up following Ukraine use - AeroVironment, the maker of 

the Switchblade loitering munition Ukraine has used against Russia in recent months, is planning to ramp up production 

of the heavier-duty version. 

Ukraine has had repeated battlefield successes with the Switchblade 300 since the United States shipped it 400 of the 

lighter-weight loitering munition earlier this year, Charlie Dean, AeroVironment’s vice president of sales and business 

development, said in an interview with Defense News at the Association of the U.S. Army’s conference on Monday. 

And with the larger, more powerful Switchblade 600 on its way to Ukraine — Dean said the first batch of 10 would 

likely be in the country in the next few weeks — and growing visibility and interest in the weapon, AeroVironment is 

making preparations to produce more. 

Dean said Ukraine has “considerable interest” in getting and using the Switchblade 600. Today, AeroVironment can 

produce more than 2,000 Switchblade 600 systems annually; within a few months, he said, the company hopes to 

roughly triple that to about 6,000. 

To do that, he added, the company is working to obtain more supplies to build the 600 version as well as adding new 

lines dedicated to the heavier-duty loitering munition. 

NATO defense ministers meet at 'pivotal moment' to weigh Ukraine's air-defense needs - Defense 

ministers from NATO's 30 members have kicked off a two-day meeting aimed at providing Ukraine with more air 

defenses to protect against Russia's "indiscriminate" missile attacks across the country. 

Speaking ahead of the meeting, NATO Secretary-General Jens Stoltenberg called the gathering a "pivotal moment for 

our security." 

The 30 ministers will be joined by Ukrainian Defense Minister Oleksiy Reznikov with air defense "the top priority," 

Stoltenberg said. 

Ahead of the meeting, representatives from more than 50 countries known as the Ukraine Defense Contact Group 

gathered on the sidelines of the NATO meeting in Brussels with a similar aim after Ukrainian President Volodymyr 

Zelenskiy asked the leaders of the Group of Seven (G7) on October 11 for more air-defense capabilities to neutralize 

aerial attacks. 

He said that when Ukraine receives such systems, "the key element of Russia's terror, rocket strikes, will cease to 

work." 

U.S. General Mark Milley, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, said that Ukraine wants a complete air-defense system 

to defend against aerial attack. 

"What Ukraine is asking for, and what we think can be provided, is an integrated air-missile-defense system. So that 

doesn't control all the airspace over Ukraine, but they're designed to control priority targets that Ukraine needs to 

protect," Milley told reporters. 

It would involve short-, medium-, and long-range systems capable of firing projectiles at all altitudes. 

"It's a mix of all these that deny the airspace to Russian aircraft" and missiles, Milley said. 
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France to deliver air-defense systems to Ukraine, Macron says - French President Macron says France will 

supply air-defense systems to Ukraine following a wave of air strikes by Russia this week that he said aimed "to shatter 

Ukrainian resistance." 

France will deliver radars, systems, and missiles in the coming weeks to protect Ukraine from the attacks, Macron said 

on October 12, adding that France was also negotiating to send six Caesar mobile artillery units to Ukraine. 

Speaking to broadcaster France 2, he reiterated that he reached an agreement that the Caesars, which were 

manufactured for Denmark, will be redirected to Ukraine. 

He also said the war had entered "an unprecedented stage" since the weekend. 

"This is a new phase of bombing coming from land, sea, air, and drones against essential infrastructure and civilians," 

Macron said. 

Macron repeated that he believes a negotiated settlement between Ukraine and Russia would happen at some point to 

end the conflict, but it must be on Kyiv's terms. 

"Today, first of all, Vladimir Putin must stop this war, respect Ukraine's territorial integrity, and come back to the table 

for talks," Macron said. 

Germany has begun sending air defense systems to Ukraine, including the first of four promised IRIS-T SLM 

units, which arrived Tuesday, according to Der Spiegel and Ukraine's Defense Minister Oleksii Reznikov.  

His German counterpart, Christine Lambrecht, told reporters in Brussels, "Ukraine urgently needs air defense systems 

and artillery and this is exactly what Germany delivers." The units reportedly can protect an area up to 20 km in altitude 

and 40 km in diameter. Three more of the IRIS-T systems are expected to be delivered to Ukraine, but not until 

sometime in 2023. 

Ukraine has received German Iris-T air defence system - Ukraine has received the first Iris-T defence system 

from Germany, Ukrainian Defence Minister Oleksiy Reznikov has said. 

"IRIS-Ts from (Germany) are already here. (American) NASAMS are coming. This is only the beginning. And we need 

more," Reznikov tweeted late on Tuesday. "There is a moral imperative to protect the sky over (Ukraine) in order to 

save our people." 

Germany had promised delivery of the first Iris-T missile shield "in the coming days" after Russia unleashed deadly 

attacks across Ukraine on Monday, killing at least 19 people and wounding more than 100, according to Ukrainian 

authorities. 

The Ukrainian defence ministry said Monday that Russia had fired 83 missiles at Ukraine, of which its air defences shot 

down 52, among which were 43 cruise missiles. 

Suspected Ukrainian explosive sea drone made from recreational 

watercraft parts - A small, unmanned  watercraft of unknown origin washed 

up from the Black Sea on the shore of Crimea, near Russia’s naval 

base in Sevastopol, late last month. 

Pictures posted on Russian social media show what appears to be a 

small, novel surface drone made from commercial watercraft parts laden 

with explosives that could explain recent Russian Navy trends to keep their warships in 
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port over the last three weeks. 

The unmanned surface vehicle was not identified by national markings, but the character of the USV and the Russian 

reaction to destroying the watercraft suggest that the drone originated in Ukraine. 

The photographs published on social media reveal key components of the USV that give better clues to its function. 

Ukraine seeks 'air shield' to counter Russian missiles and Iranian drones - Ukraine seeks 'air shield' to 

counter Russian missiles and Iranian drones Ukrainian President Zelenskyy has told the G7 that peace can only be 

achieved if Russian missiles are stopped. He asked the group of wealthy nations to provide an air shield to counter 

Russia's cruise missiles and combat the rise of "suicide drones" manufactured in Iran. 

Impacts 

France to step up military presence in eastern Europe - France will step up its military presence in eastern 

Europe, with plans to deploy additional Rafale fighter jets in Lithuania and additional armored vehicles and tanks in 

Romania, as the war in Ukraine intensifies, the office of the defense minister said on Tuesday. 

Paris also plans to deploy additional infantry troops to Estonia, it said in a statement as Defense Minister Sebastien 

Lecornu presented the army's draft budget to lawmakers. 

Taiwan says China looking at Ukraine war to develop 'hybrid' strategies - Chinese officials are using the war 

between Russia and Ukraine as a way to develop new strategies in rising conflicts with Taiwan. 

China is looking at the experience of the war in Ukraine to develop "hybrid warfare" strategies against Taiwan including 

using drones and psychological pressure, a senior Taiwanese security official said on Wednesday. 

Taiwan has been carefully studying the lessons of the Ukraine war to inform how it may react should China, which 

views the democratically ruled island as its own territory, ever makes good on threats to use force to enforce its 

sovereignty claim. 

Ukraine’s experience spurs allies’ interest in ‘resistance,’ info war training - In the wake of Russia’s invasion 

of Ukraine, US Special Operations Forces have seen increased interest from allies and partner nations in Europe and the 

Pacific in learning techniques for “resistance” and information war in the event of a foreign occupation of their land, 

said Lt. Gen. Jonathan Braga. the Army’s SOF commander. 

“I think one of the greatest lessons from the Ukraine wars is the power of information ops, influencing relevant 

populations in the world,” he told reporters on the margins of the annual Association of the United States Army show 

in Washington, D.C. “There hasn’t been a special operations international military that I have dealt with since the 

Ukraine crisis that has not talked to us about expanding information operations and psychological operations forces.” 

Braga explained that there has been an uptick in requests for training and assistance in crafting what special operators 

call a “resistance operations concept” — i.e., a plan for how to fight from the inside after an invasion — in particular 

from allies and partners in the European and Indo-Pacific theaters. This can include material assistance, but also 

training on skills like using the internet and the media to gather international support. On the latter, he noted, Ukraine 

has been nothing short of masterful. 

Nuclear 

Monitoring Putin nuclear arsenal - "We are closely monitoring Russia's nuclear forces," Stoltenberg said Tuesday. 

"We have not seen any changes in Russia's posture, but we remain vigilant." 
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GeoPolitical 

UN General Assembly condemns Russia's 'illegal annexation' of Ukrainian Regions - The UN General 

Assembly has overwhelmingly condemned Russia's proclaimed annexation of four Ukrainian regions in eastern and 

southern Ukraine. 

More than three-quarters of the 193-member General Assembly on October 12 voted in favor of a resolution that 

called Moscow's move illegal. 

Only Syria, Nicaragua, North Korea, and Belarus joined Russia in voting against the resolution. Thirty-five countries, 

including China, India, South Africa and Pakistan, abstained. 

Ukrainian President Zelenskiy said on Twitter he was "grateful to 143 states that supported historic #UNGA resolution... 

[Russia's] attempt at annexation is worthless." 

The resolution "condemns the organization by the Russian Federation of so-called referendums within the 

internationally recognized borders of Ukraine" and "the attempted illegal annexation" announced last month of four 

regions by President Vladimir Putin. 

Ukraine appeals to African leaders - Ukraine's foreign minister says Kyiv is ready to export much-needed grain to 

Africa as soon as Russia lifts its Black Sea blockade. In a U.S.-arranged online briefing to journalists Thursday, he blamed 

Russia for the global food crisis affecting millions of Africans and called for more African support against Moscow. 

Ukrainian Foreign Minister Dymtro Kuleba said his country and Africa need each other to overcome the global food 

crisis, which he blamed on Russia’s aggression. 

“We want to export our agricultural products to you as badly as you want to receive them,” Kuleba said, “and there is 

only one reason why both ends of this supply chain – which is us and you – cannot benefit from these exports. It’s the 

Russian blockade of Ukrainian ports as a result of the Russian military aggression against Ukraine.” 

Ukraine is a major supplier of wheat, corn and sunflower oil to African countries and, since Russia’s invasion began in 

February, Africa has faced food and cooking oil shortages that have left an estimated 400 million people on the 

continent food insecure. 

EU geopolitical muse explains the biggest threat to the West and democracy - EU foreign policy chief Josep 

Borrell issued a stinging critique this week of European foreign policy in a world of "radical uncertainty" as 

unimaginable events "are happening one after the other." 

In an annual speech to EU diplomats reportedly intended to "shake up the house," Borrell singled out some of Europe's 

most urgent democratic and diplomatic vulnerabilities. He also explicitly praised Olivier Schmitt, a professor at the 

Center for War Studies at the University of Southern Denmark (SDU), for identifying a European dependency on Russia 

and China for prosperity and the United States for security as part of the problem. 

In his only interview since the surprise EU shout-out, Schmitt, author of books including Allies That Count: Junior 

Partners In Coalition Warfare, talked to RFE/RL correspondent Andy Heil via e-mail about an eroding international 

order, threats emanating from Russia and China, and threats to democracy from inside Europe. 

European prosperity has been based since the end of the Cold War on benefiting from American protection, Russian oil 

and gas, and trade with China, which is a difference from the Cold War era, when the U.S. was both the security 

provider and the main trade partner for Western Europe (while energy sources were always diverse). 
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The decoupling of the sources of security and the sources of prosperity, and making prosperity depend upon actors 

with (potentially) hostile political agendas, has contributed to Europe's geopolitical vulnerabilities. 

The decoupling of the sources of security and the sources of prosperity, and making prosperity depend upon actors 

with (potentially) hostile political agendas, has contributed to Europe's geopolitical vulnerabilities. 

Putin has learnt from his interactions with Western leaders that once he used force, they would rush for a settlement, 

and that it was comparatively easy to influence former high-level policymakers (such as German chancellors or French 

prime ministers) through lucrative positions. He also certainly believed that Europe's dependence upon Russian oil and 

gas would lead European leaders to abandon Ukraine (and he probably still believes that it will happen at some point 

this winter). 

It is, of course, far from being the only explanation for Russia's invasion, which also has a lot to do with its neo-imperial 

ideology, but it certainly led Putin to believe that he had a strong strategic hand. 

The war in Ukraine and a gradual acknowledgement that trade with China is not benign and has geopolitical 

consequences could alter this process. But it has created deeply vested business interests which will resist it as much as 

they can. 

Hungary is a clear case of a country opposing the EU on ideological grounds (and compromising with Russia and China), 

while being more than happy to benefit from European money to fund its crony system. The [center-right European 

People's Party group in the European Parliament] (and German conservatives in particular) have been more than happy 

to tolerate such behaviors since it benefitted German industry. 

It is a clear example of business interests overriding security interests, in this case the liberal foundations of the 

European order. Generally, the tension between security and prosperity is heightened by the process of globalization, 

so many countries experience it to various degrees. 

The greatest danger is obviously that this decoupling grants external, and potentially hostile, actors many opportunities 

to shape and influence the security and political life of European countries. It allows them to get their interests 

promoted by specific lobbies, it provides them with opportunities for economic coercion, etc. 

Overall, there is a need to reconcile the mindset of the business community and of the security specialists; these two 

communities are too distant from each other. 

Business is, understandably, led by profit: Politics always gets in the way, from their perspective. But this is the 

responsibility of political leaders to balance the needs of prosperity and the needs of security for their political 

communities, sometimes reining in business interests when it is necessary. 

Humanitarian 

Germany struggles to find housing for more than one million refugees - The German government pledged 

on Tuesday to provide more support to cities and towns struggling to house the more than 1.1 million refugees and 

migrants who have arrived in the country this year, mostly from war-torn Ukraine but also other countries such as Syria 

and Afghanistan. 

After meeting with state and local officials, Interior Minister Nancy Faeser said while the government already allocated 

federal real estate for tens of thousands of refugees earlier this year, it would immediately provide additional property 

for about 4,000 refugees to ease the current housing crisis. 

Faeser also promised financial support but did not give any concrete figures. 
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Several cities have recently started putting up tents and turned convention centres into temporary accommodation as 

regular migrant centres have become overcrowded. 

“I don’t want to downplay this, we have a tense situation,” Faeser told reporters in Berlin. "That’s why we discussed 

today how to best coordinate our assistance to refugees ... also in view of the winter months that lie ahead.” 

Comment – We spoke earlier this week regarding “GeoMigration” and Putin’s intent to flood the EU with refugees, 

hoping this will spur a public reaction leading to governmental changes and pressure points. 

Russian mobilization and annexation 

Mobilization and annexation will create more problems for Moscow - In July 2022, military analysts loyal to 

the Kremlin noted that Russia lacked the manpower for a massive offensive (Topwar.ru, July 23). At the beginning of 

September, Russian pro-war experts predicted a “radical increase in the Russian contingent” due to the transfer of 

other units of the regular army to Ukraine, now located on the Russian border (YouTube, September 2). It is quite 

logical that, to “legalize” the transfer of conscripts to the front, Moscow needed a formal declaration of the occupied 

regions of Ukraine as “Russian territory.” However, even this, combined with the replenishment of the army with new 

conscripts, will not solve the Kremlin’s problems. 

Despite defeats at the front, Putin does not appear to have abandoned his plans to attack Odesa and Mykolaiv, 

especially if he fails to persuade Ukraine and the West to accept the annexation of the occupied Ukrainian territories 

(Meduza, July 21). However, analysts seriously doubt the possibility of such an offensive. Mobilization in Russia has 

been chaotic and demonstrates a shortage of training facilities and even basic equipment for fresh recruits (see EDM, 

September 29). 

In early October 2022, the governor of Kursk region, Roman Starovoyt, who visited the military facilities of the newly 

mobilized soldiers, described the decrepit conditions there: “Wrecked dining room, broken and rusty showers, not 

enough beds and those that exist are falling apart. Lack of uniforms, parade ground looks like it was bombed” 

(Nakanune.ru, October 5). Volunteers from various Russian regions do not hide the fact that they have to provide basic 

medicines and everyday items for themselves, including rugs, sleeping bags, warm linens and dishes, among other 

essentials (Eanews.ru, September 28). 

More videos are appearing each day in which enlistment offices are instructing conscripts to buy everything 

themselves: from first-aid kits to women’s tampons, which can be used as hemostatic agents (Inauka.ru, September 

27). Some well-known propagandists openly admit that, out of all the Russian regions, only one has considered 

vaccinating those mobilized against COVID-19, influenza and pneumococcus and that, even without mobilization, after 

the fall draft, “hospitals are full of conscripts with pneumonia” (T.me/vityzeva, October 4). 

The combat training of the new military is not faring any better. British journalists note that people who have never 

served in the military are often drafted and sent to the front with little or no training. In addition, the Russian army is in 

dire need of experienced junior combat commanders (Bbc.com/russian, October 5). Against this backdrop, it will be 

problematic for Russia to hold the already captured territories, not to mention mount an offensive. 

However, front-line failures are only part of the Kremlin’s new problems. As expected, the mobilization has led to 

increased discontent and anxiety in Russian society (see EDM, September 20). According to the latest survey by the 

Levada Center, 47 percent of Russians experienced anxiety or fear upon learning of the “partial mobilization” decree. 

Meanwhile, support for the actions of Russian troops was at its lowest level since the beginning of the war, amounting 

to only 44 percent (Meduza, September 29). 
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Military propaganda increasingly claims that the war gave Russia a chance to rebuild its economy and free itself from 

economic enslavement; however, this has turned out quite the opposite in practice (see EDM, August 15). Ilya 

Grashchenkov, director of the Center for Regional Policy Development, admitted that mobilization is destroying Russian 

entrepreneurship and leading to a mass exodus of startups from the country, which is becoming “hardly interesting for 

business development” (T.me/russica2, October 5). 

In addition to problems with mobilization, defeats at the front have led to a new round of conflicts in the Russian 

military leadership, which are now being fought openly. At the beginning of October 2022, the head of Chechnya, 

Ramzan Kadyrov, and the founder of the notorious private-military company Wagner, Yevgeny Prigozhin, publicly 

criticized the Russian General Staff and Ministry of Defense, accusing Colonel General Alexander Lapin of surrendering 

Krasny Liman and the military leadership of covering up Lapin’s incompetence and negligence. The military, in turn, said 

that such statements are harmful and hinder the attainment of the common goal (Ura.ru, October 5). 

However, Kadyrov has a number of supporters among the professional military. Publications on the website Military 

Review, which is close to the Russian MoD, clearly show that a split has occurred not only between the regular army 

and other paramilitary formations but also within the Russian army itself. Thus, a number of authors on the site have 

sharply criticized the MoD, accusing it of “strange and illogical actions against the backdrop of deathly silence” 

(Topwar.ru, October 3). Some publications directly accuse the generals of incompetence in that they “draw beautiful 

reports and put them on the Supreme Commander’s table” but do not tell the real story (Topwar.ru, October 4). 

However, these difficulties pale in comparison to the long-term problems caused by the annexation of the occupied 

territories in Ukraine. After the capture of Crimea, Russia became a state without internationally recognized borders. 

Now, these boundaries have become completely blurred. Moscow announced that the new territories would become 

part of Russia within their existing borders on the day of their formation and annexation (RBC, October 2). According to 

this logic, Krasny Liman, recently liberated by Ukrainian troops, is also considered a “Russian” city (Pravda.com.ua, 

October 1). This fact testifies to several points. 

First, what the Kremlin calls “Russia” today has become a territory of war, since formally, according to Russian law, 

there is no difference between Liman and, say, Belgorod. The liberation of Liman also became a clear signal to other 

Russian regions that Moscow can easily lose control over its “territory,” and the federal government is in no way able 

to interfere with this process. Indeed, Russian military analysts are already expressing their indignation at the fact that 

“for the first time since the end of the Great Patriotic War, a Russian city has been handed over to the enemy,” 

revealing the “deepest crisis” of the Russian army (Topwar.ru, October 2). 

Mikhail Khodorkovsky, a Russian opposition politician and former head of Yukos, expressed similar thoughts. According 

to him, with the annexation of Ukrainian territories, Putin formalized the collapse of his own state, since the peoples of 

Russia can also exercise the right to self-determination, to which the Russian leader so insistently appeals. 

Khodorkovsky expressed confidence that, after Putin loses the war in Ukraine, similar referendums will be held “all over 

Russia” (YouTube, October 4). 

Russians search for Jewish roots to flee Putin’s army draft for Israel - Genealogists trace Jewish ancestry for 

Russians seeking move to Israel and private agencies pop up to facilitate emigration as tens of thousands run from 

Ukraine mobilization. 

At a Red Cross center in Moscow, a dark-haired woman nervously held a phone to her ear, trying to dig out details 

about her Jewish roots to help her son flee President Vladimir Putin’s drive to mobilize troops to fight in Ukraine. 

“Mum, your grandfather Moishe was born in 1870, like Lenin, right?” she asked. 
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“Getting an Israeli passport is the only way for my son not to go to fight in Ukraine,” the exhausted woman, who 

declined to give her name for security reasons, explained to AFP. 

Tens of thousands of Russians have fled the country since Putin sent troops to Ukraine in February and then announced 

a nationwide military call-up in September. 

Many have scrambled to find their Jewish roots to open up the doors to Israel. Under Israel’s Law of Return, anyone 

with at least one Jewish grandparent is eligible for Israeli citizenship, as are people who convert to Judaism. 

One of them is 32-year-old Ivan Mitrofanov, frantically looking for proof that his grandparents were Jewish. 

As an IT worker, he is so far exempt from the first wave of mobilization announced on September 21 after a series of 

Russian military defeats in Ukraine. 

But Mitrofanov said he is “rushing to leave as long as the borders are open.” 

Most Russians expect more mobilization waves, and some fear authorities will introduce martial law or close borders to 

men of military age. 

Mitrofanov thinks Israel is a better choice than Europe. 

“In Europe, my Russian passport is toxic. I’ll go to Israel where we’re actually wanted,” he said. 

This new wave of emigration to Israel is so large that Moscow bureaucrats are starting to get tired. 

Tatiana Kalazhnikova, who works at a municipal administration office in western Moscow, said “90 percent of our 

clients come to look for their Jewish origins.” 

Authorities have criticized Russians rushing to leave the country as unpatriotic and Kalazhnikova is not impressed. 


